Let G be a finite group or a compact connected Lie group and let BG be its classifying space. Let LBG :¼ mapðS 1 ; BGÞ be the free loop space of BG, i.e. the space of continuous maps from the circle S 1 to BG. The purpose of this paper is to study the singular homology H Ã ðLBGÞ of this loop space. We prove that when taken with coe‰cients in a field the homology of LBG is a homological conformal field theory. As a byproduct of our Main Theorem, we get a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra structure on the cohomology H Ã ðLBGÞ. We also prove an algebraic version of this result by showing that the Hochschild cohomology HH Ã À S Ã ðGÞ; S Ã ðGÞ Á of the singular chains of G is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra.
Introduction
Recently topological field theories appeared in a fundamental way in the study of the algebraic and di¤erential topology of loop spaces. Let M be a compact, closed, oriented d-dimensional manifold. Let LM be the free loop space of M. By definition LM is the space of continuous maps of the circle into M. In their foundational paper ''String topology'' [8] M. Chas and D. Sullivan introduced a new and very rich algebraic structure on the singular homology H Ã ðLM; ZÞ and its circle equivariant version H S 1 Ã ðLM; ZÞ. This is a fascinating generalization to higher dimensional manifolds of W. Goldman's bracket [22] which lives on the 0-th space H S 1 0 ðLS; ZÞ of the equivariant homology of the loops of a closed oriented surface S (the free homotopy classes of curves in S). Thanks to further works of M. Chas and D. Sullivan [9] 2-dimensional topological field theories, because they encode the ways strings can interact, became the classical algebraic apparatus to understand string topology operations (see also R. Cohen and V. Godin's paper [11] ).
More recently the theory was successfully extended to topological orbifolds [32] and topological stacks [4] . K. Gruher and P. Salvatore also studied a pro-spectrum version of The first author is supported in part by ANR grant JCJC06 OBTH. string topology for the classifying space of a compact Lie group [26] . When twisted topological complex K-theory is applied to this pro-spectrum, the pro-cohomology obtained is related to Freed-Hopkins-Teleman theory of twisted K-theory and the Verlinde algebra [25] . With these last developments string topology enters the world of equivariant topology. In this paper we explore the string topology of the classifying space of finite groups and of connected compact Lie groups, advocating that string topology could be applied very naturally in this setting.
Our Main Theorem is about the field theoretic properties of LBG. We prove that the homology of LBG is a homological conformal field theory. Let us notice that V. Godin [21] proved an analogous result for LM, but the techniques used in this setting (fat graphs, embeddings) are completely transverse to those of this paper.
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Plan of the paper and results
Our main intuition behind all these field theoretic structures was completely algebraic. The second author proved in [37] that the Hochschild cohomology of a symmetric Frobenius algebra is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra. The group ring k½G of a finite group G is one of the classical example of symmetric Frobenius algebras ( [30] , 2.2.18). Therefore the Hochschild cohomology of k½G with coe‰cients in its dual, HH Ã ðk½G; k½G 4 Þ, is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra (see the beginning of Section 6 for more details). As we know from results of Burghelea-Fiedorowicz [7] and Goodwillie [23] , the Hochschild cohomology HH Ã ðk½G; k½G 4 Þ is isomorphic as k-modules to H Ã ðLBG; kÞ. Therefore, we obtain the Inspirational Theorem. Let G be a finite group. Then the singular cohomology with coe‰cients in any commutative ring k, H Ã ðLBG; kÞ, is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra.
The question of the geometric incarnation of this structure is natural and will be partially answered in this paper. Note that this Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra is highly non-trivial. For example, the underlying algebra, the Hochschild cohomology ring HH Ã ðk½G; k½GÞ is studied and computed in some cases in [42] .
In order to build our ''stringy'' operations on LBG we use correspondences and Umkehr maps: transfer maps for dealing with finite groups, integration along the fiber for compact Lie groups. We recall the basic definitions and properties of these maps in a first appendix. In a second appendix we recall the concepts of homological field theories and the notion of props. The third and last appendix is concerned with some orientation issues.
In Sections 2-5 we build evaluation products for a propic action of the homology of the Segal prop on the homology of the free loop spaces of various groups and topological groups. The aim of these sections is to give a proof of the following theorem.
Main Theorem (Theorems 25 and 15). (i) Let G be a discrete finite group.
Or:
(ii) Let G be a connected topological group such that its singular homology H Ã ðG; FÞ with coe‰cient in a field is finite dimensional.
Then the singular homology of LBG taken with coe‰cients in a field, H Ã ðLBG; FÞ, is a homological conformal field theory.
The condition (ii) in the Main Theorem deserves some comments. We have originally stated the Main Theorem for a connected compact Lie group G. The proof being completely homological, the Main Theorem can be extended for free to (ii) which is obviously a weaker condition. For example, when F ¼ Q, the condition is satisfied by odd spheres.
This theorem when restricted to the genus zero and operadic part of the prop of Riemann surfaces with boundary gives the topological counterpart of our ''inspirational theorem''.
Corollary 1 (Particular case of Corollaries 22 and 18) . Let k be any principal ideal domain.
(i) Let G be a finite group. Then H Ã ðLBG; kÞ is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra.
(ii) Let G be a connected compact Lie group of dimension d. Then H Ãþd ðLBG; kÞ is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra.
Note that Behrend, Ginot, Noohi and Xu ( [5] , Theorem 8.2 and Section 10.4) proved independently that H ÃÀd ðLBG; kÞ is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra.
In Section 6 we extend our inspirational theorem from finite groups to Lie groups (Theorem 28): Let G be a connected compact Lie group of dimension d. Let S Ã ðGÞ be the singular chains of G. The Gerstenhaber algebra structure on the Hochschild cohomology HH Ã À S Ã ðGÞ; S Ã ðGÞ Á extends to a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra. There is an isomorphism of vector spaces HH Ã À S Ã ðGÞ; S Ã ðGÞ Á G H Ãþd ðLBGÞ.
In Section 7 we define (Theorem 37) a string bracket on the S 1 -equivariant cohomology H Ã S 1 ðLBGÞ when G is a group satisfying the hypotheses of our Main Theorem. We also define (Theorem 38) a Lie bracket on the cyclic cohomology HC Ã À S Ã ðGÞ Á of S Ã ðGÞ when G is a finite group or a connected compact Lie group. Sections 6 and 7 can be read independently from the rest of the paper.
Definition of the operations
In this section we work with homology with coe‰cients in a field. Let F g; pþq be an oriented cobordism from ' p i¼1 S 1 to ' q i¼1 S 1 . Let k be its number of path components and let g be the sum of the genera of its path components. Let wðF Þ be its Euler characteristic. We suppose that every path component of F g; pþq has at least one in-boundary component and The goal of this section is to define the evaluation product associated to the cobordism F g; pþq .
mðF Þ :
This ÀdwðF Þ-linear map is built as the composite H Ã ðr out Þ r in !. In order to define this Gysin map r in !, we prove (i) that the restriction map mapðin; X Þ : mapðF g; pþq ; X Þ ! ! LX Âp is oriented (the action of the fundamental group of the base preserves the fundamental class of the fiber), (ii) using (i), that the equivariant restriction map r in is also oriented.
2.1. Orientability of the fibration map(in, X ) : map(F, X ) m m LX Dp . Let F g; pþq be a path-connected compact oriented surface of genus g with p incoming boundary circles and q outgoing boundary circles. Denote by F =q in F the cofibre of
If p f 1 and q f 1 then F =q in F is homotopy equivalent to a wedge 4 ÀwðF Þ S 1 of ÀwðF Þ ¼ 2g þ p þ q À 2 circles. Now we prove that the fibration mapðin; X Þ is oriented by studying the action of the fundamental group of the base on the homology of the fiber. Proof. It is a standard fact that a surface F g; pþq with boundary is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of circles. We use a special kind of graphs, called the Sullivan chord diagrams. If p f 1 and q f 1 then the surface F g; pþq is homotopy equivalent to a Sullivan chord diagram c g; pþq of type ðg; p; qÞ.
A Sullivan chord diagram c g; pþq of type ðg; p; qÞ ( [11] , Definition 2) consists of a union of p disjoint circles together with the disjoint union of path-connected trees. The endpoints of the trees are joined at distinct points to the p circles.
Denote by sðcÞ this set of path-connected trees. The endpoints of the trees lying on the p circles are called the circular vertices and the set of circular vertices of c g; pþq is denoted vðcÞ. For each tree v A sðcÞ, we denote by mðvÞ the endpoints of the tree v which are on the p circles. We have the disjoint union vðcÞ ¼ ' v A sðcÞ mðvÞ. Therefore, with the notation introduced (that follows the notation of Cohen and Godin [11] , Section 2), we have the push-out
Up to a homotopy equivalence between F g; pþq and c g; pþq , the p circles in c g; pþq represent the incoming boundary components of F g; pþq , i.e. we have the commutative triangle 
mapðin; X Þ As X KvðcÞ is simply connected, the fibration
As orientation is preserved by pull-back and homotopy equivalence, the fibration mapðin; X Þ : mapðF g; pþq ; X Þ ! ! ðLX Þ Âp is also oriented: the action of p 1 ðLX Âp Þ preserves the orientation class o F ;
Examples. (a) In order to illustrate the proof of the preceding proposition let us consider the fundamental example of the pair of pants P, viewed as a cobordism between two ingoing circles and one outgoing circle. In this particular case one has c 0; 2þ1 ¼ O À O. One replaces the space mapðP; X Þ by mapðO À O; X Þ and as KsðO À OÞ ¼ 1 and KvðO À OÞ ¼ 2 we have to deal with the pull-back diagram
The product on H Ã ðLX Þ is the composite To prove this theorem, we will need the following proposition. Let f A Homeo þ ðF ; qÞ be a homeomorphism from F g; pþq to F g; pþq that fixes the boundary pointwise and preserves the orientation (for example if f A Di¤ þ ðF ; qÞ). Then the induced isomorphism in singular cohomology
Proposition 5. Let n f 0 be a non-negative integer. Let h :4 n S 1 ! A 4 n S 1 be a pointed homotopy equivalence from a wedge of n circles to itself. Let X be a simply connected space such that H Ã ðWX Þ is finite dimensional. Let d be the top degree such that H d ðWX Þ 3 f0g. Then in the top degree,
Let us prove that the case n þ 1 implies the case n. Denote by Let us prove the case n > 2. Let aut Ã 4 n S 1 be the monoid of pointed self equivalences of the wedge of n circles. We recall that the morphism of groups p 1 ðÀÞ : p 0 ðaut Ã 4 n S 1 Þ ! Aut F n sending the homotopy class ½h of h A aut Ã 4 n S 1 to the group automorphism p 1 ðhÞ, is an isomorphism of groups. The monoid aut Ã 4 n S 1 acts on the right on map Ã ð4 n S 1 ; X Þ by composition. Passing this action to homology, we have a morphism of groups into the opposite of the general linear group of the F-vector space H dn map Ã ð4 n S 1 ; X Þ.
Since the vector space H dn À map Ã ð4 n S 1 ; X Þ Á is of dimension 1, the trace map
is an isomorphism of abelian groups. Denote by ðÀÞ Ab the abelianization functor from groups to abelian groups. Since F À f0g is an abelian group, by universal property of abelianization, we have a commutative diagram of groups: The abelianization of F n , ðF n Þ Ab , is isomorphic to Z n . Denote by
the morphism of groups sending f : F n ! F n to f Ab : Z n ! Z n . Since Z=2Z is an abelian group, by universal property of abelianization, we have a commutative diagram of groups:
Aut 
Since both the determinant map Det : GL n ðZÞ ! ! Z=2Z and AbðÀÞ : Aut F n ! ! GL n ðZÞ are surjective ( [33] , Chapter I, Proposition 4.4), the morphism ðAut F n Þ Ab ! ! Z=2Z is surjective. By [48] , Section 5.1, since n f 3, the abelianization of Aut F n , ðAut F n Þ Ab , is isomorphic to Z=2Z. Therefore this surjective morphism of abelian groups ðAut F n Þ Ab ! G ! Z=2Z is in fact an isomorphism. Therefore we obtain the commutative diagram of groups: We want to compute the morphism of groups i : Z=2Z ! F À f0g. Any permutation s A S n induces a pointed homeomorphism s Á À :4 n i¼1 S 1 ! G 4 n i¼1 S 1 defined by permuting the component of the wedge. The matrix of H 1 ðs Á À; ZÞ, which is the image of s Á À by the morphism H 1 ðÀ; ZÞ : p 0 ðaut Ã 4 n S 1 Þ ! GL n ðZÞ, is the permutation matrix M s :¼ ðm ij Þ i; j the sign of its determinant is the signature of s, eðsÞ. On the other hand,
maps w 1 n Á Á Á n w n to Gw sð1Þ n Á Á Á n w sðnÞ where G is the Koszul sign. In particular, let t be the transposition ð12Þ of S n , H dn À map Ã ðt Á À; X Þ Á : H d ðWX Þ nn ! H d ðWX Þ nn is the multiplication by ðÀ1Þ d . Since the sign of t is À1, by commutativity of diagram (8), we have
Since the di¤eomorphism f fixes the boundary pointwise, f induces a pointed homeomorphism f :
The action of f on map Ã ðF =q in F ; X Þ is given by map Ã ð f ; X Þ. Since p f 1 and q f 1, there exists a pointed homotopy equivalence g :4 ÀwðF Þ S 1 ! A F =q in F . Consider a pointed homotopy equivalence h :4 ÀwðF Þ S 1 ! A 4 ÀwðF Þ S 1 such that g h is (pointed) homotopic to f g. Since map Ã ðÀ; X Þ preserves pointed homotopies, we have the commutative diagram of F-vector spaces 
is the identity morphism. r 2.3. The construction of the operations. We are now ready to define surfaceoperations.
Theorem 9. Let X be a simply-connected space such that its pointed loop homology H Ã ðWX Þ is a finite dimensional vector space. Denote by d the top degree such that H d ðWX Þ is not zero. Suppose that every path component of F g; pþq has at least one in-boundary component and at least one outgoing-boundary component. Then we can define the evaluation product associated to F g; pþq :
It is a linear map of degree ÀdwðF Þ.
Proof of Theorem 9. Let F g; pþq be an oriented cobordism (not necessarily pathconnected) with p þ q boundary components equipped with a given ingoing map
and an outgoing map
These two maps are cofibrations. The cobordism F g; pþq is the disjoint union of its path components:
Recall that we suppose that p i f 1 and q i f 1 for all 1 e i e k. Therefore, one obtains that the cofibre of in, F =q in F , is homotopy equivalent to the wedge 4 ÀwðF Þ S 1 of ÀwðF Þ ¼ 2g þ p þ q À 2k circles. When we apply the mapping space mapðÀ; X Þ to the cofibrations in and out, one gets the two fibrations mapðin; X Þ : mapðF g; pþq ; X Þ ! ! mapðq in F g; pþq ; X Þ G LX Âp and mapðout; X Þ : mapðF g; pþq ; X Þ ! ! mapðq out F g; pþq ; X Þ G LX Âq :
The fiber of the continuous map mapðin; X Þ is the pointed mapping space map Ã ðF =q in F ; X Þ and is therefore homotopy equivalent to the product of pointed loop spaces WX ÀwðF Þ .
Since H Ã ðWX Þ is a Hopf algebra and is finite dimensional (by [45] , proof of Corollary 5.1.6 (2)), H Ã ðWX Þ is a Frobenius algebra, i.e. there exists an isomorphism
Since H Ã ðWX Þ is concentrated in degree between 0 and d, and H 0 ðWX Þ and H d ðWX Þ are not trivial vector spaces, this isomorphism is of lower degree Àd:
In particular, since X is simply connected,
Therefore the homology of the fibre of mapðin; X Þ is concentrated in degree less or equal than ÀdwðF Þ and H ÀdwðF Þ À map Ã ðF =q in F ; X Þ Á G F is also of dimension 1. By Proposition 2, we have that in fact mapðin; X Þ : mapðF g; pþq ; X Þ ! ! LX Âp is an oriented fibration.
We set D g; pþq :¼ Di¤ þ ðF g; pþq ; qÞ. We also denote the Borel construction M g; pþq ðX Þ :¼ À mapðF g; pþq ; X Þ Á hD g; pþq :
Applying the Borel construction ðÀÞ hD g; pþq to the fibrations mapðin; X Þ and mapðout; X Þ yields the following two fibrations:
Here proj 2 is the projection on the second factor.
Under this condition, the Borel construction ðÀÞ hD g; pþq preserves oriented (Serre) fibration. Therefore r in is also an oriented fibration with fibre map Ã ðF =q in F ; X Þ. After choosing an orientation class (Section C)
we have a well defined integration along the fibre map for r in :
By composing with H Ã ðr out Þ :
As we restrict ourself either to homology with coe‰cients in a field, one finally gets an evaluation product of degree Àdw F ¼ dð2g þ p þ q À 2kÞ:
Prop structure
In this section we prove that the action of evaluation products is propic, we thus have to prove that the evaluation products are compatible with the action of the symmetric group on the boundary components, with the gluing of surfaces along their boundaries and with the disjoint union of surfaces.
Let S n denote the disjoint union of n circles, ' n i¼1 S 1 . For e ¼ 0 or 1, let i e : S n ,! S n Â I , x 7 ! ðx; eÞ, be the two canonical inclusions.
Proposition 10. Let f : S n ! S n be a di¤eomorphism. Consider the cylinder S n Â I as the cobordism equipped with the in-boundary S n ,! i 0 f S n Â I and the out-boundary
Proof. Since mapðÀ; X Þ preserves homotopies, the fibration mapði 0 ; X Þ is a homotopy equivalence. So by naturality of integration along the fiber with respect to homotopy equivalences,
Let Id : S n ! S n be the identity di¤eomorphism. Denote by Id n A H 0 À BDðC Id Þ Á the identity morphisms of the prop. Let f : S m q S n ! G S n q S m be the twist di¤eomorphism. Denote by t m; n A H 0 À BDðC f Þ Á the symmetry isomorphism of the prop. From the previous proposition we immediately obtain the next corollary.
Corollary 11. (i) (Identity) The evaluation product for the cylinder satisfies mðC Id ÞðId n n a 1 n Á Á Á n a n Þ ¼ a 1 n Á Á Á n a n for a 1 ; . . . ; a n A H Ã ðLX Þ.
(ii) (Symmetry) The evaluation product for C f satisfies
Proposition 12 (Monoidal, i.e. disjoint union). Let F pþq and F 0 p 0 þq 0 be two surfaces. For a n v A H Ã ðBD pþq Â LX Âp Þ and b n w A H Ã ðBD 0 pþq Â LX Âp 0 Þ the evaluation product satisfies mðF q F 0 Þða n b n v n wÞ ¼ ðÀ1Þ jbj jvjÀdw F 0 ðjajþjvjÞ mðF Þða n vÞ n mðF 0 Þðb n wÞ:
Proof. Consider the two cobordisms
By definition, the disjoint union of these two cobordisms is
Since we assume that F and F 0 have each at least one boundary component, we have the isomorphism of topological groups
Denote by D the group Di¤ þ ðF ; qÞ while D 0 :¼ Di¤ þ ðF 0 ; qÞ. The homeomorphism mapðY q Z; X Þ G mapðY ; ZÞ Â mapðZ; X Þ is natural in Y and Z. Therefore we have the commutative diagram
where the horizontal maps are homeomorphisms. The homotopy equivalence
where the horizontal maps are homotopy equivalences. Using similar commutative diagrams for r out , by naturality of integration along the fiber with respect to homotopy equivalences, we obtain the commutative diagram
where the horizontal maps are isomorphisms. r
We now show that the evaluation products defined in the preceding section are compatible with gluing. Let us pick two surfaces F g; pþq and F 0 g 0 ; qþr , gluing these surfaces one gets a third surface F 00 g 00 ; pþr and an inclusion of groups D g; pþq Â D g 0 ; qþr ,! D g 00 ; pþr . Therefore the composite gl BD g; pþq Â BD g 0 ; qþr A BðD g; pþq Â D g 0 ; qþr Þ ! BD g 00 ; pþr
gives in homology the gluing morphism gl : H Ã ðBD g; pþq Þ n H Ã ðBD g 0 ; qþr Þ ! H Ã ðBD g 00 ; pþr Þ: Proposition 13 (Composition, i.e. gluing). For any a i A H Ã ðLX Þ and any
Proof. We have the two sequences of maps
The first induces the operation glðm 1 n m 2 Þ while the second induces m 2 m 1 . In order to compare these two operations we introduce the following intermediate moduli space:
Denote by proj 1 the projection of the first factor. We have the commutative diagram 
The two composites of the vertical maps, proj 1 r in ðg; g 0 ; p þ g þ rÞ and proj 1 r in are fiber bundles with the same fiber mapðF 00 g 00 ; pþr ; X Þ. Therefore the total square is a pull-back. Since the lower square is obviously a pull-back, by associativity of pull-back, the upper square is also a pull-back. Thus, by the property of the integration along the fibers in homology we have
Now, we have to compare our second correspondence (corresponding to m 2 m 1 ) to the correspondence
By definition, F 00 g 00 ; pþr is given by the push-out 
Using the previous pull-back, we obtain the pull-backs
Finally, we obtain the diagram 
In Section 3, we have shown that these mðF Þ define an action of the corresponding prop H Ã ðBDÞ on H Ã ðLX Þ. Therefore, by Proposition 46 (Appendix B), we have our Main Theorem:
Theorem 15 (Main Theorem). Let X be a simply connected topological space such that the singular homology of its based loop space with coe‰cient in a field, H Ã ðWX ; FÞ, is finite dimensional. Then the singular homology of LX taken with coe‰cients in a field, H Ã ðLX ; FÞ, is a non-unital non-counital homological conformal field theory. (See Section B.4 for the definition.)
We recall that any (non-counital non-unital) homological conformal field theory is a (non-counital non-unital) topological quantum field theory. 2), is isomorphic to its opposite category, the linear dual V 4 of V is again a homological conformal field theory. Therefore, from Theorem 15, we obtain:
Theorem 17 (Main Co-Theorem). Let X be a simply-connected topological space such that its based loop space homology with coe‰cient in a field, H Ã ðWX ; FÞ, is finite dimensional. Then its free loop space cohomology taken with coe‰cients into a field, H Ã ðLX ; FÞ, is a non-unital non-counital homological field theory.
4.3.
Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra structure. Consider the sub-operad
of the Segal prop where we consider only path-connected Riemann surfaces of genus 0, with only one out-going boundary component. By [20] , p. 282 (see also [35] , Proposition 4.8), there is a natural map of topological operads from the framed little 2-discs operad fD 2 to M 0 which is a homotopy equivalence.
Therefore any algebra over the linear prop H Ã ðMÞ G H Ã ðBDÞ is an algebra over the linear operad H Ã ð fD 2 Þ: any homological conformal field theory is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra. Therefore, we get:
Corollary 18. Let k be any principal ideal domain. Let X be a simply connected space such that for each i e d, H i ðWX ; kÞ is finitely generated,
Then the singular cohomology of LX with coe‰cients in k, H Ã ðLX ; kÞ, is an algebra
In particular, the shifted cohomology
kÞ is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra (not necessarily with a unit).
Proof. We have already proved above the corollary when k is a field. Note also that the proof of Corollary 22 will be similar.
Let F g; pþq be an oriented cobordism from
Using the universal coe‰cient theorem for cohomology and Kunneth's Theorem, we have that the cohomology of the fibre of r in in degree ÀdwðF Þ
Therefore using integration along the fibre in cohomology, we can define the evaluation product
Now Section 3 implies that the evaluation products mðF Þ Ã are symmetric, compatible with gluing and disjoint union of cobordisms. Consider the composite, denoted mðF Þ K , of the tensor product of mðF Þ Ã with the identity morphism
and of the Slant product (see [46] , p. 254)
Again, the evaluation products mðF Þ K are symmetric, compatible with gluing and disjoint union. Therefore restricting to path-connected cobordisms F g; 1þq with only p ¼ 1 incoming boundary component, the composite
defines an action of the opposite of the operad H Ã À BDi¤ þ ðF g; 1þq ; qÞ Á qf1 on H Ã ðLX Þ. But as recalled in Section 4.2, the topological operad BDi¤ þ ðF g; 1þq ; qÞ qf1 is isomorphic to the opposite of the operad BDi¤ þ ðF g; qþ1 ; qÞ qf1 . r
The case of finite groups
In this section, we consider a finite group G instead of a connected topological group. Using transfer instead of integration along the fibers, we prove that, for a finite group G, the free loop homology on a KðG; 1Þ, H Ã À L À KðG; 1Þ ÁÁ , is a counital non-unital homological conformal field theory. In order to define the transfer maps map À in; KðG; 1Þ Á ! and r in! , we need to check the finiteness of all the fibers of r in .
Finiteness of fibres. The finiteness of all the fibres is preserved by:
Pull-back and homotopy equivalence: Consider a commutative diagram
where p 1 and p 2 are two fibrations. Suppose that the diagram is a pull-back or that h and g are homotopy equivalence. Then for any b 1 A B 1 , the fibre of p 1 over b 1 , p À1 1 ðb 1 Þ, is homotopic to the fibre of p 2 over hðb 1 Þ, p À1 2 À hðb 1 Þ Á .
Composition: Let f : X ! ! Y and let g : Y ! ! Z be two fibrations. Let z A Z be any element of Z. By pull-back of f , we obtain the fibration f 0 : ðg f Þ À1 ðzÞ ! ! g À1 ðzÞ. If the base space of f 0 , g À1 ðzÞ, and if all the fibres of f 0 , f 0À1 ðyÞ, y A g À1 ðzÞ, are homotopy equivalent to a finite CW-complex then the total space of f 0 , ðg f Þ À1 ðzÞ is also homotopy equivalent to a finite CW-complex.
Borel construction: Let p : E ! ! B be a fibration and also a G-equivariant map. We have the pull-back of principal G-bundles
Therefore the fibre of p hG over the class ½x; b, x A EG, b A B, is homeomorphic to the fibre of p over b, p À1 ðbÞ. K(G, 1) ). Let X be a path-connected space.
Finiteness of the fibres of map(in,
Let F g; pþq be a path-connected oriented cobordism from (ii) Let R be a ring spectrum. If X is R-small then for any q f 0, the mapping space mapðF g; 0þq ; X Þ is R-small.
Proof. (i) The case p f 1 and q f 1 follows from the fact that WX is homotopy equivalent to G. Case F 0; 1þ0 . Existence of the counit (to be compared with [11] , Section 3, for the free loop space homology H Ã ðLMÞ of a manifold). Consider the disk D 2 as an oriented cobordism F 0; 1þ0 with one incoming boundary and zero outgoing boundary. Let l A LX be a free loop. The loop l is homotopic to a constant loop if and only if l can be extended over D 2 , the cone of S 1 . This means exactly that l belongs to the image of mapðin; X Þ : mapðD 2 ; X Þ ! ! LX : Let x 0 A X . Let x 0 be the constant free loop equal to x 0 . The fibre of mapðin; X Þ over x 0 is the double loop space map Ã À
x 0 Þ is homotopy equivalent to WG, which is a point since G is discrete. Therefore all the fibres of mapðin; X Þ : mapðD 2 ; X Þ ! ! LX are either empty or contractible.
Case p f 1 and q ¼ 0. By removing the interior of an embedded disk D 2 from the oriented cobordism F g; pþ0 , we obtain an oriented cobordism F g; pþ1 . According to the case p f 1 and q f 1, the operation associated to F g; pþ1 ,
is defined. The operation associated to D 2 ¼ F 0; 1þ0 , namely the counit,
is also defined. Therefore by composition, the operation associated to F g; pþ0 , ! where the square is the pull-back (14) . Since all the fibres of mapðin; X Þ : mapðF 0; 1þ0 ; X Þ ! ! LX Â1
are homotopy equivalent to a finite discrete set, by pull-back (Section 5.1), all the fibres of the fibration mapðF g; pþ0 ; X Þ ! ! mapðF g; pþ1 ; X Þ are also homotopy equivalent to a finite discrete set. Therefore, by composition (Section 5.1), all the fibres of mapðin; X Þ : mapðF g; pþ0 ; X Þ ! ! LX Âp are homotopy equivalent to a finite discrete set.
Note that the same proof shows that the operation associated to F g; pþ0 is the composite of the operations associated to F g; pþ1 and F g; 1þ0 . (This is Proposition 13 without the BDi¤ þ ðF ; qÞ, compare also with [11] , Lemma 8 and Corollary 9.) (ii) Consider this time the disk D 2 as an oriented cobordism F 0; 0þ1 with zero incoming boundary and one outgoing boundary. We suppose that X is R-small. Since the fibre of the fibration mapðin; X Þ : mapðD 2 ; X Þ ! ! mapðj; X Þ ¼ point is homotopy equivalent to X , the operation associated to D 2 ¼ F 0; 0þ1 , namely the unit
is defined using Dwyer's transfer. By (i), the operation associated to F g; 1þq is defined for all q f 0. Therefore, by composition (same arguments as in the proof of (i) in the case p f 1 and q ¼ 0), the operation associated to F g; 0þq ,
is also defined using Dwyer's transfer. That is, the fibre of the fibration mapðin; X Þ : mapðF g; 0þq ; X Þ ! ! mapðj; X Þ ¼ point is R-small. r 5.3. The results for finite groups. Let F g; pþq be an oriented cobordism from ' p i¼1 S 1 to ' q i¼1 S 1 . Let Di¤ þ ðF ; qÞ be the group of orientation preserving di¤eomorphisms that fix the boundaries pointwise.
Let G be a finite discrete group. Let X be a KðG; 1Þ. Suppose that every path component of F g; pþq has at least one in-boundary component. By Proposition 19 (i), all the fibres of the fibration mapðin; X Þ : mapðF g; pþq ; X Þ ! ! LX Âp are homotopy equivalent to a finite CW-complex. Therefore by Section 5.1, all the fibres of the fibration obtained by Borel construction ðÀÞ hDi¤ þ ðF ; qÞ r in :¼ mapðin; X Þ hDi¤ þ ðF ; qÞ : mapðF g; pþq ; X Þ hDi¤ þ ðF ; qÞ ! ! BDi¤ þ ðF ; qÞ Â LX Âp are homotopy equivalent to a finite CW-complex.
Therefore we can define the evaluation product associated to F g; pþq ,
by the composite of the transfer map of r in , t r in : S y BDi¤ þ ðF ; qÞ þ 5ðS y LX þ Þ 5p ! S y mapðF g; pþq ; X Þ hDi¤ þ ðF ; qÞþ ;
and of S y r outþ : S y mapðF g; pþq ; X Þ hDi¤ þ ðF ; qÞþ ! ðS y LX þ Þ 5q :
Now the same arguments as in Section 3 give a stable version of the Main Theorem:
Theorem 20 (Stable version). Let G be a finite group. Let X be a KðG; 1Þ. Then the suspension spectrum S y LX þ is an algebra over the stable prop of surfaces S y ðBDÞ þ in the stable homotopy category. (The topological prop BD is defined in Proposition 46 except that we consider here the cobordisms whose path components all have at least one in-boundary components.) Corollary 21 (Stable Frobenius algebra). Let G be a finite group. Let X be a KðG; 1Þ. Then the suspension spectrum S y LX þ is a counital non-unital commutative Frobenius object (in the sense of [30] , 3.6.13) in the homotopy category of spectras. In particular the suspension spectrum S y LX þ is a non-unital commutative associative ring spectrum. (i) The free loop space homology h Ã ðLX Þ is an algebra over the prop h Ã ðBDÞ in the category of graded modules over the graded commutative algebra h Ã ðptÞ.
(ii) h Ã ðLX Þ is a non-unital counital Frobenius algebra in the category of h Ã ðptÞmodules.
In particular from (i), we have:
Theorem 25 (Singular homology version). Let G be a finite group. Let X be a KðG; 1Þ. Then the singular free loop space homology of X , with coe‰cients in a field F, H Ã ðLX ; FÞ, is a counital non-unital homological conformal field theory. (See Section B.4 for the definition.)
Of course, there is also a singular cohomology version. In [41] , p. 176, (B.7.3), Ravenel explains that Morava K-theory and singular homology with field coe‰cients are essentially the only generalized homology theories where Kunneth is an isomorphism. For these generalized homology theories with Kunneth isomorphism, it turns out that, in many cases, the Frobenius algebra h Ã ðLX Þ of Theorem 24 (ii) has a unit: Corollary 26 (Unit). Let G be a finite group. Let X be a KðG; 1Þ. Then the following hold: (ii) (Comparison with Strickland [44] below) If KðnÞ is the even periodic Morava K-theory spectrum at an odd prime then KðnÞ Ã ðLBGÞ is a unital and counital Frobenius algebra in the category of KðnÞ Ã ðptÞ-graded modules.
Proof. Let R be the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HF in case (i) and let R be KðnÞ in case (ii). By Proposition 19 (ii), it su‰ces to show that X is R-small. As recalled in Section A.1.1, this is the case if the homology R Ã ðX Þ is finitely generated as R Ã ðptÞmodule.
(i) Since the cardinal of G is invertible in F, H Ã ðX ; FÞ is concentrated in degree 0 (see [6] , dual of Chapter III, Corollary 10.2). Therefore H Ã ðX ; FÞ ¼ H 0 ðX ; FÞ G F is a finite dimensional vector space over F.
(ii) If p is odd, the two-periodic Morava K-theory KðnÞ is a commutative ring spectrum ( [44] , p. 764). By [40] , KðnÞ Ã ðX Þ is finitely generated as KðnÞ Ã ðptÞ-modules. r Remark 27. (a) When F is the field of complex numbers C, we have not checked that our Frobenius algebra H 0 ðLBG; CÞ coincides with the Frobenius algebra of Dijkgraaf-Witten. But it should! (b) Let G be a finite groupoid. Let BG its classifying space. In [44] , Theorem 8.7, Strickland showed that the suspension spectrum of BG localized with respect to KðnÞ is a unital and counital Frobenius object. Roughly, the comultiplication is the diagonal map BG ! BG n BG. The counit is the projection map BG ! Ã. On the contrary, the multiplication is given by the transfer map of the evaluation fibration ðev 0 ; ev 1 Þ : BG ½0; 1 ! ! BG n BG. The unit is the transfer of the projection map BG ! Ã. As pointed out by Strickland ([44] , p. 733), this Frobenius structure has ''striking formal similarities'' with the case of manifolds ([10], Proposition 1.1.1). In particular, KðnÞ Ã ðBGÞ is a unital and counital Frobenius algebra in the category of KðnÞ Ã ðptÞ-modules.
Let G be a finite group. The inertia groupoid LG of G (see [44] , Definition 8.8, or [2] , Definition 2.49) is a finite groupoid whose classifying space BLG is homotopy equivalent to the free loop space on BG, LBG. Therefore applying Strickland's results, we obtain that KðnÞ Ã ðLBGÞ is a unital and counital Frobenius algebra like in Corollary 26 (ii). We did not check that Strickland's Frobenius algebra coincides with ours. But Strickland's definitions of the comultiplication, of the counit, of the multiplication and of the unit seem very di¤erent from the definitions using cobordism given in this paper.
Hochschild cohomology
Let G be a finite group. The group ring F½G is equipped with an isomorphism is an isomorphism. This is the desired isomorphism since aYð1Þ ¼ h ! . r Similar to integration along the fibre, Gysin equivariant maps are natural with respect to pull-backs and products, since this is a general property of Gysin maps and equivariant Gysin maps can be viewed as particular cases of Gysin maps (see for example [5] , Proposition 4.17). 
Proof. Consider the pull-back diagram
where action are the actions of K on EG Â G M and EG Â G N. By naturality of Gysin equivariant map with respect to this pull-back and to products, we obtain the commutative diagram The lower square is a fibre product since G ad is the fibre of the fibre bundle p : EG Â G G ad ! ! BG. The total square is a fibre product since EG Â G h is a section of p. Therefore the upper square is also a fibre product. By naturality of Gysin equivariant morphism with respect to fibre products, we obtain the commutative square
Proof of Theorem 28. Let M be a left G-space. Let BðÃ; G; MÞ denote the simplicial Bar construction ( [36] , p. 31). Recall that its space of n-simplices BðÃ; G; MÞ n is the product G Ân Â M. The realization jÀj of this simplicial space, jBðÃ; G; MÞj, is homeomorphic to the Borel construction EG Â G M when we set EG :¼ jBðÃ; G; GÞj ( [36] , p. 40). Let GG be the cyclic Bar construction of G ([31], 7.3.10). The continuous application F : GG ! BðÃ; G; G ad Þ; ðm; g 1 ; . . . ; g n Þ 7 ! ðg 1 ; . . . ; g n ; g 1 Á Á Á g n mÞ is an isomorphism of simplicial spaces. (In homological algebra, the same isomorphism, [31] , 7.4.2, proves that Hochschild homology and group homology are isomorphic.) The simplicial space GG is in fact a cyclic space. Let us consider the structure of cyclic spaces on BðÃ; G; G ad Þ such that F is an isomorphism of cyclic spaces. Recall that h : f1g ,! G denotes the inclusion of the trivial group into G. The composite BðÃ; G; ÃÞ ! BðÃ; G; hÞ BðÃ; G; G ad Þ ! F À1 GG which maps the n-simplex ½g 1 ; . . . ; g n of BðÃ; G; ÃÞ to the n-simplex À ðg 1 Á Á Á g n Þ À1 So, by applying [38] , Proposition 11, we obtain the desired Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra structure. r
A string bracket in cohomology
In this section we show that the D operators of the Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras given by Corollaries 18 and 22 coincide with the D operator induced by the action of S 1 on LX (Proposition 33).
From the Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra given by the same corollaries, we define a Lie bracket on the S 1 -equivariant cohomology H Ã S 1 ðLX Þ when X satisfies the hypothesis of the Main Theorem. The definition of this string bracket in S 1 -equivariant cohomology is similar but not identical to the definition of the Chas-Sullivan string bracket in homology.
Finally, from the Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra given by our inspirational theorem in Section 2 when G is a finite group or given by Theorem 28 when G is a connected compact Lie group, we define a Lie bracket on the cyclic cohomology HC Ã À S Ã ðGÞ Á of the singular chains on G (Theorem 38).
Let us consider the reparametrization map act : S 1 Â LX ! LX ; À y; gðÀÞ Á 7 ! gðÀ þ yÞ: Proof. For e ¼ 0 or 1, let i e : S 1 ,! S 1 Â ½0; 1, x 7 ! ðx; eÞ be the two canonical inclusions. Consider the cylinder C :¼ S 1 Â ½0; 1 as the cobordism F 0; 1þ1 :
Let mðCÞ : H Ã BDi¤ þ ðC; qÞ n H Ã ðLX Þ ! H Ã ðLX Þ be the evaluation map associated to C.
Recall from Section 4.3, that there is a canonical homotopy equivalence fD 2 ð1Þ ! A BDi¤ þ ðC; qÞ:
It is also easy to construct a canonical homotopy equivalence S 1 ! A fD 2 ð1Þ. Denote by BðsÞ : S 1 ! A BDi¤ þ ðC; qÞ the composite of these two homotopy equivalences. 
is a homotopy equivalence, r in is also a homotopy equivalence. Therefore the shriek of r in , r in! , is equal to the inverse of r inÃ , r À1 inÃ and mðCÞ :¼ r outÃ r in! ¼ r outÃ r À1 inÃ :
We identify S 1 with R=Z. The Dehn twist D A Di¤ þ ðC; qÞ defined by Dðy; aÞ ¼ ðy þ a; aÞ;
is the generator of the mapping class group G 0; 1þ1 ¼ p 0 À Di¤ þ ðC; qÞ Á G Z. By [15] , the morphism of groups s : Z ! A Di¤ þ ðC; qÞ sending n A Z to the n-th composite D n of D, is a homotopy equivalence. By applying the classifying construction, we obtain the map that we denoted before BðsÞ. for y A R and f A mapðC; X Þ. Since r 0 is equal to R Â Z mapði 0 ; X Þ, r 0 is also a homotopy equivalence. Therefore by the commutativity of the above diagram
Let F : I Â R Â mapðC; X Þ ! LX be the map defined by F À t; y; f ðÀ; ÀÞ Á :¼ f ðÀ þ ty; 1 À tÞ.
Since F À t; y þ n; f ðÀ; ÀÞ Á ¼ F À t; y; f D Àn ðÀ; ÀÞ Á for n A Z, F induces a well-defined homotopy F : I Â R Â Z mapðC; X Þ ! LX between r 1 and act r 0 . Therefore where proj 1 is the projection on the first factor and action is the action of G on E. By naturality with respect to pull-backs, In Theorem 38 (i), the group ring F½G can be replaced by any symmetric Frobenius algebra A. In [37] , Corollary 1.5, the second author defines a Lie bracket of (upper) degree À2 on the negative cyclic cohomology HC Ã À ðAÞ of any symmetric Frobenius algebra A.
Let M be a simply-connected manifold of dimension d. Let S Ã ðMÞ be the algebra of singular cochains on M. In [38] , Corollary 23, the second author defines a Lie bracket of lower degree 2 À d on the negative cyclic cohomology HC Ã À À S Ã ðMÞ Á . In [38] , Conjecture 24, the second author conjectures that the Jones isomorphism is an isomorphism of graded Lie algebras between this bracket and the Chas-Sullivan bracket on H S 1 Ã ðLMÞ. Dually, we conjecture:
Conjecture 39. Let G be a connected compact Lie group of dimension d.
(i) The composite of the isomorphism due to Burghelea, Fiedorowicz and Goodwillie [7] , [23] H Ãþd ðLBGÞ ! G HH Ãþd À S Ã ðGÞ; S Ã ðGÞ Á and of the isomorphism given by Theorem 28
is a morphism of graded algebras between the algebra given by Corollary 18 and the underlying algebra on the Gerstenhaber algebra HH Ã À S Ã ðGÞ; S Ã ðGÞ Á .
(ii) The isomorphism due to Burghelea, Fiedorowicz and Goodwillie [7] , [23] H Ã S 1 ðLBGÞ ! G HC Ã À S Ã ðGÞ Á is a morphism of graded Lie algebras between the Lie brackets defined by Theorem 37 and Theorem 38.
Note that part (i) of the conjecture implies (ii) (by the same arguments as in the last paragraph of [38] ). Following Freed, Hopkins and Teleman [19] , [18] in twisted equivariant K-theory t K Ã G ðG ad Þ, one can easily define a fusion product on the equivariant cohomology H Ãþd G ðG ad Þ G H Ãþd ðEG Â G G ad Þ G H Ãþd ðLBGÞ; see [25] . In [27] , Gruher and Westerland give an isomorphism of graded algebras between H Ãþd ðLBGÞ and HH Ã À S Ã ðGÞ; S Ã ðGÞ Á compatible with this fusion product. Note that to prove this isomorphism of algebras, they used the following theorem of Felix, Thomas and the second author.
Theorem 40 ([17], Corollary 2). Let X be a simply connected space such that H Ã ðX Þ is finite dimensional in each degree. Then there is an isomorphism of Gerstenhaber algebras
Here WX is the topological monoid of Moore pointed loops.
Let G be any topological group. By [16] , Proposition 2.10 and Theorem 4.15, the differential graded algebras S Ã ðGÞ and S Ã ðWBGÞ are weakly equivalent, therefore by [17] , Theorem 3, there is an isomorphism of Gerstenhaber algebras HH Ã À S Ã ðGÞ; S Ã ðGÞ Á G HH Ã À S Ã ðWBGÞ; S Ã ðWBGÞ Á :
By applying Theorems 28 and 40, we obtain Theorem 41. Let G be a connected compact Lie group. Denote by S Ã ðBGÞ the algebra of singular cochains on the classifying space of G. The Gerstenhaber algebra HH Ã À S Ã ðBGÞ; S Ã ðBGÞ Á is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra.
A. Appendix. Wrong way maps
An Umkehr map or wrong way map is a map f ! in homology related to an original continuous map f : X ! Y which reverses the arrow. In this paper we will deal with two types of Umkehr maps: transfer and integration along the fibre, both types of Umkehr maps being associated to fibrations.
In the next two sections we review their constructions and in a third section we give a list of their common properties. We refer the reader to Chapter 7 of J. C. Becker 
is an equivalence. If R is the sphere spectrum S 0 , a space F is R-small if F is (stably) homotopy equivalent to a finite CW-complex. If R is an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HQ or HF p or a Morava K-theory spectrum KðnÞ, a space F is R-small if p Ã ðR5S y F þ Þ is finitely generated as a p Ã ðRÞ-module ( [14] , Example 2.15). Now let p : E ! ! B be a fibration over a path-connected base B and suppose that the fibre F is R-small. Then W. Dwyer built a transfer map ( [14] , Remark 2.5)
A.1.2. Transfer for non-surjective fibrations. Let p : E ! ! B be a fibration. We do not require that p is surjective. Suppose that all fibres p À1 ðbÞ, b A B, are (stably) homotopy equivalent to a finite CW-complex. Then we have a transfer map
Proof. Let a A p 0 ðBÞ. Denote by B a the path-connected component of B corresponding to a. Let E a :¼ p À1 ðB a Þ be the inverse image of B a by p. Let p a : E a ! ! B a the restriction of p to E a . Either p is surjective or E a is the empty set j. By pull-back, we have the two weak homotopy equivalences Since p a : E a ! ! B a is a fibration over a path-connected basis, whose fibre is (stably) homotopy equivalent to a finite CW-complex, we have a transfer t p a : S y B aþ ! S y E aþ :
We define the transfer of p by
In singular homology, we have the linear map of degree 0 ! B be a fibration over a path-connected base B. We suppose that the homology of the fibre H Ã ðF ; FÞ is concentrated in degree less than n and has a top non-zero homology group H n ðF ; FÞ G F. Let us assume that the action of the fundamental group p 1 ðBÞ on H n ðF ; FÞ induced by the holonomy is trivial. Let o be a generator of H n ðF ; FÞ, i.e. an orientation class. We shall refer to such data as an oriented fibration.
Using the Serre spectral sequence, one can define the integration along the fibre as a map p ! : H Ã ðBÞ ! H Ãþn ðEÞ:
A.3. Properties of Umkehr maps. Let us give a list of properties that are satisfied by transfer maps and integration along the fibres. We write these properties for integration along the fibre taking into account the degree shifting, and let the reader do the easy translation for transfer maps. 
where p 1 is a fibration over a path-connected base and p 2 equipped with the orientation class w 2 A H n ðF 2 Þ is an oriented fibration. Let f : F 1 ! F 2 be the map induced between the fibres. Suppose that H Ã ð f Þ is an isomorphism. Then the fibration p 1 equipped with the orientation class w 1 :¼ H n ð f Þ À1 ðw 2 Þ is an oriented fibration and the following diagram commutes:
We will apply the naturality property in the following two cases.
Naturality with respect to pull-back ( [43] , Chapter 9, Section 2, Theorem 5 (b)). Suppose that we have a pull-back, then f is a homeomorphism.
Naturality with respect to homotopy equivalences. Suppose that g and h are homotopy equivalences, then f is a homotopy equivalence.
Composition. Let f : X ! ! Y be an oriented fibration with path-connected fibre F f and orientation class w f A H m ðF f Þ. Let g : Y ! ! Z be a second oriented fibration with pathconnected fibre F g and orientation class w g A H n ðF g Þ. Then the composite g f : X ! Z is Definition 42 ([34], Definition 54). A prop is a symmetric (strict) monoidal category P ([30], 3.2.4), whose set of objects is identified with the set Z þ of non-negative numbers. The tensor law on objects should be given by addition of integers p n q ¼ p þ q. Strict monoidal means that the associativity and neutral conditions are the identity.
We thus have two composition products on morphisms: a horizontal one given by the tensor law: À n À : Pðp; qÞ n Pðp 0 ; q 0 Þ ! Pðp þ p 0 ; q þ q 0 Þ; and a vertical one given by composition of morphisms: À À : Pðq; rÞ n Pðp; qÞ ! Pðp; rÞ:
Example 43. Let V be a fixed vector space. A fundamental example of prop is given by the endomorphism prop of V denoted End V . The set of morphisms is defined as End V ðp; qÞ ¼ HomðV np ; V nq Þ. The horizontal composition product is just the tensor while the vertical is the composition of morphisms.
A morphism of props is a symmetric (strict) monoidal functor ([30], 3.2.48) F such that F ð1Þ ¼ 1. Let P be a linear prop, i.e. we suppose that P is enriched in the category of graded vector spaces and that V is a graded vector space. (Identity) The image F ðId n Þ of the identity morphism Id n A Pðn; nÞ is equal to the identity morphism of V nn .
(Symmetry) F ðt m; n Þ ¼ t V nm ; V nn . Here t m; n : m n n ! n n m denotes the natural twist isomorphism of P. And for any graded vector spaces V and W , t V ; W is the isomorphism t V ; W : V n W ! W n V , v n w 7 ! ðÀ1Þ jvj jwj w n v.
(Composition) F ðg f Þ ¼ F ðgÞ F ð f Þ for f A Pðp; qÞ and g A Pðq; rÞ.
By adjunction, this morphism determines evaluation products m : Pðp; qÞ n V np ! V nq :
Remark. If the homology of a topological prop is also a prop, this is not always the case for algebras over props (because props also encode coproducts), one has to consider homology with coe‰cients in a field. This is the main reason, why in this paper, we have chosen to work over an arbitrary field F. We say that F and F 0 are equivalent if there is a biholomorphic map f from F to F 0 such that the following diagram commutes: The cobordism F pþq is the disjoint union of its path components:
Here F g i ; p i þq i denotes a surface of genus g i with p i incoming and q i outgoing circles target. We have p ¼ P i p i and q ¼ P i q i . We suppose that each path component F g i ; p i þq i has at least one boundary component. Under this hypothesis, the classifying space BDi¤ þ ðF ; qÞ, is homotopy equivalent to the moduli space MðF pþq Þ of complex cobordisms whose smooth structure is equivalent to F pþq . In fact, we have the following proposition: We recall that the prop H Ã ðBDÞ contains two remarkable algebraic objects:
(a) When restricted to genus zero operadic part (q ¼ 1), H Ã À BD 0 ðp; 1Þ Á is the BV operad. In [21] , Godin uses the term homological conformal field theory with positive boundary instead of unital non-counital.
If instead, we consider only cobordisms F whose path components have at least one in-boundary component, i.e. p i f 1, we will say that we have a counital non-unital homological conformal field theory.
In this paper, we deal mainly with non-unital non-counital homological conformal field theory: this is when we consider only cobordisms F whose path components have at least one in-boundary component and also at least one outgoing-boundary component, i.e. p i f 1 and q i f 1 for all 1 e i e k.
C. Appendix. (Not) Choosing an orientation class and signs problems
In this appendix, we explain that in fact, we do not choose an orientation class w F for each cobordism F . Instead, we put all the possible choices of an orientation class in a prop, the prop Det H 1 ðF ; q in F ; ZÞ, to ensure the compatibility with gluing, disjoint union, etc. This prop first appeared in [13] and [21] . As a consequence, we explain that in fact, in our Main Theorem 15 for simply connected spaces, H Ã ðLX Þ is a degree d (non-counital nonunital) homological conformal field theory. which is independent of any choice of orientation class. If we choose an orientation class w A H n ðF ; FÞ, then we have an oriented fibration p whose integration along the fibre p ! is given by p ! ðbÞ :¼ Ð p ðw n bÞ for any b A H Ã ðB; FÞ.
C.2. The prop H Cdw(F ) (map * (F pBq /q in F, X )). Let X be a simply connected space such that H Ã ðWX Þ is finite dimensional. In Section A.3, we explain the formulas that orientation classes must satisfy, in order for the integration along the fibre to be natural, compatible with composition and product. With theses rules, the family of the direct sum of graded vector spaces L Let F g; pþq and F 0 g 0 ; qþr be two oriented cobordisms. Let F 00 g 00 ; pþr be the oriented cobordism obtained by gluing. Consider the two orientable fibrations f : mapðF 00 g 00 ; pþr ; X Þ ! ! mapðF g; pþq ; X Þ given in the pull back (14), and g :¼ mapðin; X Þ : mapðF g; pþq ; X Þ ! ! LX Âp :
By pull back, we obtain an orientable fibration f 0 : map Ã ðF 00 g; pþr =q in ; X Þ ! ! map Ã ðF g; pþq =q in ; X Þ with fibre map Ã ðF 0 g 0 ; qþr =q in ; X Þ. Therefore the Serre spectral sequence gives the linear isomorphism of degree 0 Ð f 0 : H ÀdwðF 0 Þ map Ã ðF 0 g 0 ; qþr =q in ; X Þ n H ÀdwðF Þ map Ã ðF g; pþq =q in ; X Þ ! G H ÀdwðF 00 Þ map Ã ðF 00 g; pþr =q in ; X Þ which is the composition of the prop. Suppose that we choose an orientation class for f , w f A H ÀdwðF 0 Þ map Ã ðF 0 g 0 ; qþr =q in ; X Þ, and an orientation class for g, w g A H ÀdwðF Þ map Ã ðF g; pþq =q in ; X Þ.
Then ðg f Þ ! is equal to f ! g ! if the orientation class chosen w gf for g f is equal to f 0 ! ðw g Þ, i.e. to Ð f 0 ðw f n w g Þ; see paragraph ''Composition'' in Section A.3.
Using Ð r in instead of r in! , we obtain a linear evaluation product of degree 0: If we choose an orientation class w F A H ÀdwðF Þ map Ã ðF g; pþq Þ, of course this new evaluation product is related to the old one by mðF Þða n vÞ ¼ Ð F ðw F n a n vÞ for any a n v A H Ã À BDi¤ þ ðF ; qÞ Á n H Ã ðLX Þ np . Section 3 shows in fact that, with Ð F , H Ã ðLX Þ is an algebra over the tensor product of props H ÀdwðF Þ map Ã ðF g; pþq =q in ; X Þ n H Ã À BDi¤ þ ðF ; qÞ Á :
C.3. The orientation of a finitely generated free Z-module V, Det V. Let V be a free abelian group of rank n. Let Y ¼ ðe 1 ; . . . ; e n Þ and Y 0 ¼ ðe 0 1 ; . . . ; e 0 n Þ be two bases of V . Let j : V ! V be the Z-linear automorphism sending e i to e 0 i . By definition, Y and Y 0 belong to the same orientation class if the determinant det j of j is equal to þ1. Equivalently, the application induced by j, on the n-th exterior powers, L n j : L n V ! L n V , is the identity map, this means that e 0 1 5Á Á Á5e 0 n ¼ e 1 5Á Á Á5e n . Therefore the application which maps the orientation class ½Y of a basis Y ¼ ðe 1 ; . . . ; e n Þ, on the generator e 1 5Á Á Á5e n of L n V G Z is a bijection. So a choice of a generator of L n V G Z is a choice of an orientation on V . Let us set det V :¼ L n V :
C.4. The prop det H 1 (F, q in ; Z). In [13] , p. 183, and [21] , Lemma 13, Costello and Godin explain that the family of graded abelian groups L F pþq det H 1 ðF ; q in ; ZÞ forms a Z-linear graded prop. Again, here the direct sum is taken over a set of representatives F pþq of the oriented cobordisms classes from ' p i¼1 S 1 to ' q i¼1 S 1 , whose path components have at least one incoming-boundary component and one outgoing-boundary component.
Let us explain what the composition of this prop is. Let F g; pþq and F 0 g 0 ; qþr be two oriented cobordisms. Let F 00 g 00 ; pþr be the oriented cobordism obtained by gluing. By excision, H Ã ðF 00 g 00 ; pþr ; F g; pþq Þ G H Ã ðF 0 g 0 ; qþr ; q in F 0 g 0 ; qþr Þ. Since F =q in F is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of circles,H H 2 ðF 0 g 0 ; qþr =q in F 0 g 0 ; qþr Þ ¼ 0 andH H 0 ðF g; pþq =q in F g; pþq Þ ¼ 0. Therefore the long exact sequence associated to the triple ðF 00 g 00 ; pþr ; F g; pþq ; q in F g; pþq Þ reduces to the short exact sequence 0 ! H 1 ðF g; pþq ; q in F g; pþq Þ ! H 1 ðF 00 g 00 ; pþr ; q in F g; pþq Þ ! H 1 ðF 0 g 0 ; qþr ; q in F 0 g 0 ; qþr Þ ! 0:
Godin's situation ( [21] , (33) ) is more complicated because she considers open-closed cobordisms and in this paper, we consider only closed cobordisms.
A short exact sequence of finite type free abelian groups
gives a natural isomorphism det U n det V ! G det W ( [12] , Lemma 1, p. 1176). Therefore, we have a canonical isomorphism det H 1 ðF g; pþq ; q in F g; pþq ; ZÞ n det H 1 ðF 0 g 0 ; qþr ; q in F 0 g 0 ; qþr ; ZÞ ! G det H 1 ðF 00 g 00 ; pþr ; q in F 00 g 00 ; pþq ; ZÞ:
This is the composition of the prop.
C.5. The prop isomorphism det H 1 (F, q in ; Z) nd n Z F G H Cdw(F ) (map * (F/q in , X ); F).
Obviously, our conformal field theory structure on H Ã ðLX ; FÞ when X is a simplyconnected topological space, depends on the choice of a generator w A H d ðWX ; FÞ. So let us choose a fixed generator w A H d ðWX ; FÞ.
Let F pþq be an oriented cobordism whose path connected components have at least one incoming boundary component and also at least one outgoing component. Proposition 48. Let f and g : F =q in ! A 4 ÀwðF Þ S 1 be two pointed homotopy equivalences. Let w f and w g be the two corresponding generators of H ÀdwðF Þ À map Ã ðF =q in ; X Þ; F Á . Let Y f and Y g be the two associated bases of H 1 ðF ; q in ; ZÞ. Then
Therefore H Ã ðLX Þ is an algebra over the tensor product of props det H 1 ðF ; q in ; ZÞ nd n Z H Ã À BDi¤ þ ðF ; qÞ Á :
That is, H Ã ðLX Þ is a d-dimensional (non-unital non-counital) conformal field theory (in the sense of [13] , Definition p. 169, or [21] , Definition 3, Section 4.1).
